
Islington U3A Shorter Walks Group 
 

Walk/Distance Forty Hall & Myddelton House Gardens  4.5m  
 

Date/Time Thursday 14 March 2019  10.00am 
 

Meeting up & 
travel 

10.00am Meet at Finsbury Park Rail station on Platform 8 (usually)  
We’ll catch the 10.09 Hertford North Train to Gordon Hill  station 
arriving at 10.30am   
Return train from Turkey Street (half hourly at -06 and -36) to Seven 
Sisters, to connect with Victoria Line 
All inside the Freedom Pass zone. 
 

Route & Terrain The walk is gently downhill at the start then pretty much flat all the 
way except for a short climb up to Forty Hall. It’s mostly on well-made 
paths. Starting in Lavender Hill, the route continues through Hillyfields 
Park, then picks up the London LOOP and follows the Turkey Brook. 
We divert to Forty Hall to see the walled garden and have a coffee 
break. We follow a path to Myddelton House Garden, and spend 
some time enjoying the delightful gardens created by E A Bowles. 
Finally there’s a short walk along Turkey Street, which is a rural lane 
except for the last 10 mins when you can see and hear the A10, to 
Turkey Street station. 
The limited café at Myddelton House is the only available lunch place. 
If you don’t want to stay for lunch it’s a straightforward route  to the 
station (10 mins) 

 

Timing The actual walk is 4 miles, but with the gardens it’s more like 5.  So it 
will probably take us about two and a half hours. The walk can be 
shortened by catching the 191 bus from Forty Hall to Enfield, to pick 
up a train to Finsbury Park. 
 

Clothing/footwear The paths are good with a couple of stretches of grass, so 
comfortable walking shoes should be adequate. Obviously bring 
waterproofs depending on the weather forecast  
 

Toilets At Forty Hall and Myddelton House Garden 
 

Opportunities to 
extend the walk 

Capel Manor Gardens are very near Myddelton House (10 mins walk) 
and well worth a visit. Entry £5 (Senior rate) 
 

Leader’s 
Contacts 

Kate Grant 
email: shorterwalks.iu3a@gmail.com  
Phone: 07973 760206 
 

Links http://www.fortyhallestate.co.uk 
https://www.visitleevalley.org.uk/en/content/cms/nature/gardens-
heritage/myddelton-house-gardens/ 
http://www.capelmanorgardens.co.uk 
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